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Marketing Strategy And Competitive Positioning 5th Edition
Waarom zijn broodjeaapverhalen zo hardnekkig en vergeten we alledaagse waarheden zo gemakkelijk? Hoe maakt een
krant een kop die ervoor zorgt dat we door willen lezen? En waarom onthouden we complexe verhalen wel, maar
complexe feiten niet? Waarom floreren sommige ideeën van meet af aan, terwijl andere razendsnel ter ziele gaan? En
hoe verbeter je de kansen van waardevolle ideeën? In De plakfactor leggen Chip en Dan Heath uit hoe je de kleefkracht
van ideeën kunt versterken. Deze onmisbare gids laat zien dat ‘sticky’ ideeën hun kracht ontlenen aan zes belangrijke
eigenschappen, die ook jij kunt leren beheersen. Dit boek gaat over een van de belangrijkste aspecten van menselijk
gedrag en zal de manier waarop je ideeën overbrengt ingrijpend veranderen. De plakfactor is provocerend, onthullend en
vaak verrassend grappig. Het onthult de cruciale principes van succesvolle ideeën en de strategieën om je eigen
boodschap meer kleefkracht te geven.
With 80 percent of the world’s commodities being transported by water, ports are the pillars of the global economy. Port
Management and Operations offers readers the opportunity to enhance their strategic thinking and problem-solving skills,
while developing market foresight. It examines global port management practices at the regulatory, commercial,
technological, operational, financial, and sociopolitical levels. This powerful sourcebook describes how seaports are
being affected by the changes occurring nationally, regionally, and globally. Evaluating the new regulatory framework, it
pinpoints the industry’s implementation readiness and identifies potential problem areas. The book classifies the
spectrum of interrelated port management principles, strategies, and activities in a logical sequence and under four
cornerstones—Port Strategy and Structure, Legal and Regulatory Framework, Input: Factors of Production, and Output
and Economic Framework. Detailing best practices and the latest industry developments, the book highlights emerging
challenges for port managers and identifies opportunities to develop forward-thinking strategies. It examines the
effectiveness of current strategies, tactics, tools, and resources of numerous global ports and highlights the necessity of
adopting a proactive stance in harmonizing the laws, regulations, and policies pertaining to the maritime, oil, and gas
industries. The shipping industry has myriad complexities and this book provides maritime managers and professionals
with the wide-ranging and up-to-date understanding required to thrive in today’s highly competitive and evolving
environment.
Never HIGHLIGHT a Book Again! Virtually all of the testable terms, concepts, persons, places, and events from the
textbook are included. Cram101 Just the FACTS101 studyguides give all of the outlines, highlights, notes, and quizzes
for your textbook with optional online comprehensive practice tests. Only Cram101 is Textbook Specific. Accompanys:
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9780273706977 .
This volume of Eurasian Studies in Business and Economics includes selected papers from the 22nd Eurasia Business
and Economics Society (EBES) Conference in Rome. It presents original empirical research from several countries and
regions including many developing economies such as Poland, Russia, Tunisia, Lebanon, Belarus, and Lithuania. Both
the theoretical and empirical papers in this volume cover diverse areas of business and management from various
regions. The main focus is on sharing the latest research results on evolving approaches to entrepreneurship research,
behavioral aspects of entrepreneurship and SME development, and policy development. The volume also includes
related studies that analyze international business cooperation, performance assessment, and a range of other current
topics.
Studieboek op hbo-niveau.
This book covers all of the core topics in marketing and is written and designed specifically for the needs of MBA
students. Assuming no prior knowledge, this text covers the basics before quickly moving on to explore more advanced
issues and concepts. It is strongly grounded in theory and linked to best practice, and is the ideal MBA course text.
Brand management to sustain corporate reputation and customer loyalty is essential for both multinationals and
indigenous fi rms in Africa. This book provides a practical overview of country branding and positioning activities in Africa,
based on a broad defi nition of base of the pyramid (BoP) marketing, which includes both goods and services, as well as
business-to-business marketing, corporate branding, and country branding. The text highlights branding strategies that
can be adopted in BoP markets, as well as marketing mix strategies appropriate for much of the continent. Taking into
account the role of social networks, culture, and religion, the book explores avenues for developing and building
competitive advantage, and how African countries can leverage country branding as part of the development process.
The book is ideal for researchers, educators and advanced students in international marketing, management, and brand
strategy who are interested in the unique branding characteristics of the African continent.
The very best business isn't born out of hunches, macho tactical skirmishing or simply 'being busy', but is the product of careful
calculation and understanding customers' needs, wants and aspirations. Marketing Strategy Masterclass is a 'how to' book of
marketing strategy focused on doing what our customers want us to do, how they want it done. Included throughout are the wise
words of a choice selection of history's masters, depicted on the book's front cover. Aimed at professional marketing managers,
business development managers and students, this real and practical masterclass is an indispensable reference for use on its own
or alongside Marketing Strategy, 3rd edition, also published by Butterworth-Heinemann. ABOUT THE AUTHOR Paul Fifield has
been extensively involved in strategic marketing training and education since 1980. His professional assignments have ranged
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from marketing strategy development for some of the UK's largest companies through to projects in market segmentation and
branding to top level in-company strategy development programmes and workshops. He has advised clients in a wide range of
industries including aviation, banking, brewing, business services, computing and software, construction, economic development,
housing, hotels and catering, insurance, publishing, retailing, household appliances, telecommunications, tourism and utilities.
Paul is also Visiting Professor of Marketing at the University of Southampton and at the Collège des Ingénieurs in Paris. •
Preparing for marketing strategy – what you need to know before you start • Developing the marketing strategy • Coordinating
your strategic stance – creating the right strategic 'spine' (the basics) and then organising your strategic 'defence' and 'offence' to
match • Implementing the strategy • The 100 questions you need to answer to develop and implement your marketing strategy •
Templates that can be used to create real plans as you work through the SCORPIO strategy model approach • Frequently Asked
Questions (FAQs) on each and every element of marketing strategy to stimulate and support the development of your own
strategy
'Butterworth-Heinemann's CIM Coursebooks have been designed to match the syllabus and learning outcomes of our new
qualifications and should be useful aids in helping students understand the complexities of marketing. The discussion and practical
application of theories and concepts, with relevant examples and case studies, should help readers make immediate use of their
knowledge and skills gained from the qualifications.' Professor Keith Fletcher, Director of Education, The Chartered Institute of
Marketing 'Here in Dubai, we have used the Butterworth-Heinemann Coursebooks in their various forms since the very beginning
and have found them most useful as a source of recommended reading material as well as examination preparation.' Alun Epps,
CIM Centre Co-ordinator, Dubai University College, United Arab Emirates Butterworth-Heinemann's official CIM Coursebooks are
the definitive companions to the CIM professional marketing qualifications. The only study materials to be endorsed by The
Chartered Institute of Marketing (CIM), all content is carefully structured to match the syllabus and is written in collaboration with
the CIM faculty. Now in full colour and a new student friendly format, key information is easy to locate on each page. Each chapter
is packed full of case studies, study tips and activities to test your learning and understanding as you go along. •The coursebooks
are the only study guide reviewed and approved by CIM (The Chartered Institute of Marketing). •Each book is crammed with a
range of learning objectives, cases, questions, activities, definitions, study tips and summaries to support and test your
understanding of the theory. •Past examination papers and examiners' reports are available online to enable you to practise what
has been learned and help prepare for the exam and pass first time. •Extensive online materials support students and tutors at
every stage. Based on an understanding of student and tutor needs gained in extensive research, brand new online materials
have been designed specifically for CIM students and created exclusively for Butterworth-Heinemann. Check out exam dates on
the Online Calendar, see syllabus links for each course, and access extra mini case studies to cement your understanding.
Explore marketingonline.co.uk and access online versions of the coursebooks and further reading from Elsevier and ButterworthHeinemann. INTERACTIVE, FLEXIBLE, ACCESSIBLE ANY TIME, ANY PLACE www.marketingonline.co.uk * Written specially for
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the Strategic Marketing Decisions module by the Senior Examiner * The only coursebook fully endorsed by CIM * Contains past
examination papers and examiners' reports to enable you to practise what has been learned and help prepare for the exam
"Since the sixth edition of this book, published in 2017, many economies around the world have continued to feel the aftershocks
of the deepest recession since the Great Depression of the 1930s, which started with the well-publicised 'credit crunch'. Despite
continuing academic debate about the causes and extent, there is now little doubt that climate change and global warming is
beginning to have a significant impact on our physical environment. Technology and the ever-growing acceptance and use of
social media are having a profound effect on customer expectations, experience and behaviour. Despite ongoing economic
difficulties and turbulence, climate change has not been ignored, and it presents significant challenges and opportunities for
businesses. Sustainable energy technologies, such as wind, solar, wave and thermal biomass, are now being pursued more
vigorously and attempts to reduce energy consumption (of cars, buildings and airplanes) are creating new business opportunities.
Increasingly, companies, public sector organisations, individuals and nations are adopting and implementing measures, such as
sourcing more raw materials locally to reduce 'carbon miles' and limiting the use of high-emission travel options to reduce their
carbon footprint"-Thoroughly updated with new examples and the latest research findings, this new edition also boasts case studies in each
chapter, taken from recent editions of the Financial Times, that illustrate the practical implications of the issues raised.
Small and medium-sized enterprises (SMEs) dominate the market in terms of sheer number of organizations. Their role in the
business world is difficult to overstate. Despite this, there is a high failure rate among smaller organizations, which can be
explained to a significant degree by a lack of marketing understanding in this sector. Introducing the importance of marketing to
entrepreneurial firms this book guides the student through the fundamentals of marketing within the SME context, providing a more
value-added learning experience than your standard marketing run-through. The authors deal directly with "people issues" (i.e.
everyday entrepreneurial marketing interactions) to prepare students for the "dragon’s den" of entrepreneurialism. This new and
lively textbook provides a fresh and unfettered approach for marketing students who require a more real-world understanding of
the impact of their discipline on entrepreneurial firms. The growing student body involved with studying entrepreneurship will also
benefit from the customer insight offered by this approach.
This book is a unique collection of comprehensive cases that explore concepts and issues surrounding strategic marketing.
Chapters explain what strategic marketing is, and then discuss strategic segmentation, competitive positioning, and strategies for
growth, corporate branding, internal brand management, and corporate reputation management. With case studies from a broad
range of global contexts and industries, including Burger King, FedEx, and Twitter, readers will gain a working knowledge of
developing and applying market-driven strategy. Through case analysis, students will learn to: examine the role of corporate,
business, and marketing strategy in strategic marketing; recognize the implications of markets on competitive space with an
emphasis on competitive positioning and growth; interpret the various elements of marketing strategy and apply them to a
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particular real-world situation; apply sound decision-making strategies and analytical frameworks to specific strategic marketing
problems and issues; apply ethical frameworks to strategic marketing situations. Strategic Marketing: Concepts and Cases is ideal
for advanced undergraduate and postgraduate students, as well as those studying for an MBA or executive courses in strategic
marketing or marketing management.
Essay from the year 2008 in the subject English - Miscellaneous, grade: A, University of Wales Institute, Cardiff (University of
Wales Institute, Cardiff), course: International and Strategic Marketing, 18 entries in the bibliography, language: English, abstract:
The market leader represents the most dominant form of market interferes in a specific market industry. Usually, there is in one
industry one firm that interacts as the market leader. It is characterized by having the largest market share. Furthermore, the
market leader determines pace and bases of competition as for example the pricing or advertising intensity and last its ability to
create a benchmark which means that it then influences the activities of other companies (Wilson and Gilligan, (2006)). For
example the sports brand NIKE is the market leader in the sports industry in the USA but also operating strongly on a global basis
due to an enormous potential purchasing power worldwide. However, regarding the European market, ADIDAS dominates the
sports industry market (Smit, 2006). [...]
How do you give your brand a competitive edge in a 'me-too' situation? How do you differentiate your brand and give it a
distinctive identity? How, in short, do you secure competitive advantage for your brand? Especially in a 'mine-too' situation. The
author answers all these questions and more, by discussing the concepts and principles involved in developing sound positioning
strategy. He brings into focus its practice and applications with cases and examples from the Indian market. A large number of
packaged goods, as well as some widely used durables such as two-wheelers, TV sets, etc. have been analysed. The second
edition has new chapters on positioning of services and celebrity endorsements. Also new cases and examples have been
included. With this coverage, the book will help markets and advertisers create sound positioning strategies for their brands.
The third edition of this established book brings the reader up to date with the latest repurcussions of new technology upon
marketing planning and implementation, and launches a new strategy model (SCORPIO) at the core of the book. As in previous
editions, 'Marketing Strategy' strips away the confusion and jargon that surround what ought to be one of the most straightforward
areas of modern business. Retaining a clear focus on the relationships between people as the basis of marketing, the book offers
analysis of the pivotal role of marketing in the business strategy process. It shows how to: * develop a business strategy * devise a
marketing strategy * implement a marketing strategy Providing a good balance between sound theory and practical know-how in
an increasingly competitive environment, the book is indispensable for marketing practitioners, general managers and students
alike.
Principles of Marketing Seventh European Edition Philip Kotler, Gary Armstrong, Lloyd C. Harris and Nigel Piercy The goal of
every marketer is to create more value for customers. The authors of this new European Edition have aimed to create more value
for the reader by building on a classic marketing text with its well-established customer-value framework and complimenting it with
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an emphasis throughout the book on sustainable marketing, measuring and managing return on marketing, marketing
technologies and marketing around the world. To help bring marketing to life this book is filled with interesting examples and
stories about real companies, such as Amazon, Google, Uber, ASOS and Lego and their marketing practices. This is the place to
go for the freshest and most authoritative insights into the increasingly fascinating world of marketing. Philip Kotler is S. C.
Johnson & Son Distinguished Professor of International Marketing at the Kellogg Graduate School of Management, Northwestern
University. Gary Armstrong is Crist W. Blackwell Distinguished Professor Emeritus of Undergraduate Education in the KenanFlagler Business School at the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill. Lloyd C. Harris is Head of Department and Professor of
Marketing at Birmingham Business School, University of Birmingham. His research has been widely disseminated via a range of
marketing, strategy, retailing and general management journals. Nigel Piercy, was formerly Professor of Marketing & Strategy, and
Associate Dean, at Warwick Business School. He is now a consultant and management writer. Recent publications include
Marketing Strategy and Competitive Positioning, 6th ed. (with Graham Hooley, Brigitte Nicoulaud and John Rudd) published by
Pearson in 2016.
Essentials of Strategic Marketing Management, The Process of Strategic Marketing Management, Analysing Buyer Behaviour,
Strategic Marketing Factors for Growth, Strategic Marketing Planning, Situation Analysis, Market Segmentation and Product
Positioning, Strategic Product Pricing, The Distribution Strategy, Product Life Cycle Management Strategies, New Product
Strategies, Competition-Winning Strategies, Advertising and Sales Promotion Strategies, Salesforce Management Strategies,
Strategies Brand Management, Creation of Competitive Advantages, Strategic Services Management, Customer Relationship
Strategies
Fully updated and revised to include the latest case studies and examples from a broad range of industry sectors, this second
edition of Strategic Marketing: An Introduction is a concise, thorough and enlightening textbook that demonstrates how
organizations can cope with a myriad of demands by better understanding themselves, their products or services, and the world
around them. From assessing internal relationships to planning and implementing marketing strategies, and featuring analysis of
relationship marketing and strategic alliances, Proctor uses insights from a range of key models and theoretical frameworks to
illustrate how an organization can successfully take advantage of ‘strategic windows’ to improve its position. Core issues covered
include: marketing strategy analyzing the business environment the customer in the market place targeting and positioning
marketing mix strategy. This textbook is the complete guide to assessing and imposing a realistic and successful marketing
strategy to fit an organization, its resources and objectives, and the environment in which it operates. Accessibly written and
supported by a user-friendly companion website, this new edition of Strategic Marketing: An Introduction is an essential resource
for all students of marketing and business and management. A companion website provides additional material for lecturers and
students alike: www.routledge.com/textbooks/9780415458160/
Strategic Marketing: planning and control covers contemporary issues by exploring current developments in marketing theory and
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practice including the concept of a market-led orientation and a resource/asset-based approach to internal analysis and planning.
The text provides a synthesis of key strategic marketing concepts in a concise and comprehensive way, and is tightly written to
accommodate the reading time pressures on students. The material is highly exam focused and has been class tested and
refined. Completely revised and updated, the second edition of Strategic Marketing: planning and control includes chapters on
'competitive intelligence', 'strategy formulation' and 'strategic implementation'. The final chapter, featuring mini case studies, has
been thoroughly revised with new and up to date case material.
Tackling one of the hottest topics in business today, experts share practical insights about how to finance, market, manage, and
assess a social entrepreneurship venture to create a new organization that can do well and do good. * Useful examples of how
successful social entrepreneurship enterprises develop marketing plans and promote themselves with integrity * Models for
exemplary performance measurement * A concluding chapter in each volume that summarizes and focuses the insights offered *
Contributions from the leading practitioners and scholars in the field of social entrepreneurship * Graphics that illustrate and
illuminate key points, facilitating comprehension * A glossary of terms to assist students and lay readers

Thoroughly updated with new examples and the latest research findings, this new edition also boasts updates case
studies in each chapter, taken from recent editions of the Financial Times, that illustrate the practical implications of the
issues raised.
BRANDMAPS™ is a sophisticated marketing simulation game for MS DOS personal computers that reflects a realistic
approach to the complexities, uncertainties, and challenges inherent in the marketing decision-making and analysis
process. Highlights product design, pricing, communications (advertising, promotion, and sales force), sales forecasting,
cost structure, and operations management decisions (production ordering and capacity management). Stresses
interrelationships between marketing programs and operations capabilities. Contains various product design studies
(including self-reported attribute preference, concept testing, and conjoint analysis), perceptual positioning analysis, fullscale test marketing, competitive position auditing, brand profile analysis, advertising and promotion experiments, price
sensitivity analysis, market structure analysis, and operating results and market data base, as well as competitive and
market
This book is aimed at final year marketing students, MBA students and marketing managers. Focusing on how to create
and sustain superior performance in the market place this book deals with the two central issues in marketing strategy
formulation: the identification of target markets and the customers that the company will seek to serve; and the creation
of a differential advantage, or competitive edge, that will enable a company to serve the customers more effectively than
the competition. positioning of a company from which the implementation of the marketing programme and the elements
of the marketing mix are dictated. The book discusses the
issues of segmentation and positioning, and how best to apply
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these approaches. Strategies are presented for defending one's own and attacking one's competitors' positions.
Important issues for the 1990s are identified and a framework for developing marketing strategy is presented. British and
European examples are given, for example Unilever, Amstrad and American theme parks.
Marketing Strategy and Competitive Positioning 6e deals with the process of developing and implementing a marketing
strategy. The book focuses on competitive positioning at the heart of marketing strategy and includes in-depth discussion
of the processes used in marketing to achieve competitive advantage. The book is primarily about creating and
sustaining superior performance in the marketplace. It focuses on the two central issues in marketing strategy formulation
– the identification of target markets and the creation of a differential advantage. In doing that, it recognises the
emergence of new potential target markets born of the recession and increased concern for climate change; and it
examines ways in which firms can differentiate their offerings through the recognition of environmental and social
concerns. The book is ideal for undergraduate and postgraduate students taking modules in Marketing Strategy,
Marketing Management and Strategic Marketing Management.
Each coursebook includes access to MARKETINGONLINE, where you can: * Annotate, customise and create personally
tailored notes using the electronic version of the coursebook * Receive regular tutorials on key topics * Search the
coursebook online for easy access to definitions and key concepts * Co-written by the CIM Examiner for the Strategic
Marketing Management module to guide you through the 2003-2004 syllabus. * Free online revision and course support
from www.marketingonline.co.uk. * Customise your learning, extend your knowledge and prepare for the examinations
with this complete package for course success.
Marketing Strategy and Competitive PositioningPearson Education
Marketing Strategy and Competitive Positioning 5e deals with the process of developing and implementing a marketing
strategy. The book focuses on competitive positioning at the heart of marketing strategy and includes in-depth discussion
of the processes used in marketing to achieve competitive advantage. The book is primarily about creating and
sustaining superior performance in the marketplace. It focuses on the two central issues in marketing strategy formulation
- the identification of target markets and the creation of a differential advantage. In doing that, it recognises the
emergence o.
The amount and range of brand related literature published in the last fifty years can be overwhelming for brand scholars.
This Companion provides a uniquely comprehensive overview of contemporary issues in brand management research,
and the challenges faced by brands and their managers. Original contributions from an international range of established
and emerging scholars from Europe, US, Asia and Africa, provide a diverse range of insights on different areas of
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branding, reflecting the state of the art and insights into future challenges. Designed to provide not only a comprehensive
overview, but also to stimulate new insights, this will be an essential resource for researchers, educators and advanced
students in branding and brand management, consumer behaviour, marketing and advertising.
Meet any business or competitive analysis challenge: deliver actionable business insights and on-point recommendations
that enterprise decision makers can’t and won’t ignore! All you need is one book: Business and Competitive Analysis,
Second Edition . This generation’s definitive guide to business and competitive analysis has now been thoroughly
updated with additional methods, applications and examples. Craig S. Fleisher and Babette E. Bensoussan begin with a
practical primer on the process and context of business and competitive analysis: how it works, how to avoid pitfalls, and
how to communicate results. Next, they introduce their unique FAROUT method for choosing the right tools for each
assignment. The authors then present dozens of today’s most valuable analysis methods. They cover “classic”
techniques, such as McKinsey 7S and industry analysis, as well as emerging techniques from multiple disciplines:
economics, corporate finance, sociology, anthropology, and the intelligence and futurist communities. You’ll find full
chapters outlining effective analysis processes; avoiding pitfalls; communicating results; as well as drill-downs on
analyzing industries, competitive positioning, business models, supply chains, strategic relationships, corporate
reputation, critical success factors, driving forces, technology change, cash flow, and much more. For every method,
Fleisher and Bensoussan present clear descriptions, background context, strategic rationales, strengths, weaknesses,
step-by-step instructions, and references. The result is a book every analyst, strategist, and manager can rely on – in any
industry, for any challenge.
Marketing Strategy and Competitive Positioning 6e deals with the process of developing and implementing a marketing
strategy. The book focuses on competitive positioning at the heart of marketing strategy and includes in-depth discussion
of the processes used in marketing to achieve competitive advantage. The book is primarily about creating and
sustaining superior performance in the marketplace. It focuses on the two central issues in marketing strategy formulation
– the identification of target markets and the creation of a differential advantage. In doing that, it recognises the
emergence of new potential target markets born of the recession and increased concern for climate change; and it
examines ways in which firms can differentiate their offerings through the recognition of environmental and social
concerns. The full text downloaded to your computer With eBooks you can: search for key concepts, words and phrases
make highlights and notes as you study share your notes with friends eBooks are downloaded to your computer and
accessible either offline through the Bookshelf (available as a free download), available online and also via the iPad and
Android apps. Upon purchase, you will receive via email the code and instructions on how to access this product. Time
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limit The eBooks products do not have an expiry date. You will continue to access your digital ebook products whilst you
have your Bookshelf installed.
Marketing Strategy and Competitive Positioning deals with the process of developing and implementing a marketing
strategy. The third edition focuses on competitive positioning at the heart of marketing strategy and includes in-depth
discussion of the processes used in marketing to achieve competitive advantage.
‘Butterworth-Heinemann’s CIM Coursebooks have been designed to match the syllabus and learning outcomes of our
new qualifications and should be useful aids in helping students understand the complexities of marketing. The
discussion and practical application of theories and concepts, with relevant examples and case studies, should help
readers make immediate use of their knowledge and skills gained from the qualifications.’ Professor Keith Fletcher,
Director of Education, The Chartered Institute of Marketing ‘Here in Dubai, we have used the Butterworth-Heinemann
Coursebooks in their various forms since the very beginning and have found them most useful as a source of
recommended reading material as well as examination preparation.’ Alun Epps, CIM Centre Co-ordinator, Dubai
University College, United Arab Emirates Butterworth-Heinemann’s official CIM Coursebooks are the definitive
companions to the CIM professional marketing qualifications. The only study materials to be endorsed by The Chartered
Institute of Marketing (CIM), all content is carefully structured to match the syllabus and is written in collaboration with the
CIM faculty. Now in full colour and a new student friendly format, key information is easy to locate on each page. Each
chapter is packed full of case studies, study tips and activities to test your learning and understanding as you go along.
•The coursebooks are the only study guide reviewed and approved by CIM (The Chartered Institute of Marketing). •Each
book is crammed with a range of learning objectives, cases, questions, activities, definitions, study tips and summaries to
support and test your understanding of the theory. •Past examination papers and examiners’ reports are available online
to enable you to practise what has been learned and help prepare for the exam and pass first time. •Extensive online
materials support students and tutors at every stage. Based on an understanding of student and tutor needs gained in
extensive research, brand new online materials have been designed specifically for CIM students and created exclusively
for Butterworth-Heinemann. Check out exam dates on the Online Calendar, see syllabus links for each course, and
access extra mini case studies to cement your understanding. Explore marketingonline.co.uk and access online versions
of the coursebooks and further reading from Elsevier and Butterworth-Heinemann. INTERACTIVE, FLEXIBLE,
ACCESSIBLE ANY TIME, ANY PLACE www.marketingonline.co.uk
Studieboek op hbo/wo-niveau.
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